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In an effort to make the field of robotics accessible to a larger group of developers, Microsoft has released Microsoft Robotics Studio (MSRS). MSRS is based on the popular .NET Framework. It offers developers a standard and consistent way to develop applications for an almost limitless variety of robotic platforms. Currently, version 1.5 of MSRS is available for download from the MSRS Web site (http://www.microsoft.com/robotics).

MSRS, along with four affordable and easy-to-work-with robots, will be featured in this book. The robots used in this book include the following:

	
     Boe-Bot by Parallax This three-wheeled robot is small, but it offers valuable experience for those new to electronic kits. In addition to the Boe-Bot kit, readers wanting to use this robot will need to purchase the eb500 Bluetooth module. The configuration steps required make the Boe-Bot the most time-consuming robot to assemble and configure.

    
	
     Create by iRobot This pre-assembled robot was built with developers in mind. It is based on the highly popular Roomba vacuum, but this model does not vacuum floors. Instead, you have the convenience of a pre-assembled and sturdy robot. Additionally, the payload capacity and expandability of this robot allows it to be used for several useful purposes.

    
	
     Mindstorms NXT by LEGO This surprisingly sturdy and useful robot is small, expandable, and easy to work with. The robot comes with five sensors, which can be easily attached to the base. Even though the robot is made with small LEGO bricks, this is not to be confused with a child's toy.

    
	
     ARobot by Arrick Robotics This three-wheeled robot features a large metal chassis, which makes it easy to expand. The robot was included as a means of demonstrating how new hardware can be supported (this is done in Chapter 7). In chapter 8, the ARobot is expanded to include an onboard laptop, which allows it to capture images using a USB Web camera.

    


One of the things that make this book particularly special is that all the chapters were reviewed by members of the MSRS product group team. The reviews were meant to ensure content accuracy, and, thus, I feel confident that the material covered is beneficial to the reader.
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22 Radio and Receiver Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2007
MORE THAN JUST SLIGHTLY EVIL:.  SAFE, INEXPENSIVE,.  EDUCATIONAL . . . AND FUN!
22 Radio and Receiver Projects for the Evil Genius features a unique.  collection of projects that teach you radio and electronics.  essentials such as the radio spectrum, how to read schematics,.  and how to solder. After each project is...
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Undocumented Windows 2000 Secrets: A Programmer's CookbookAddison Wesley, 2001
After finishing the manuscript of my first book, Developing LDAP and ADSI Clients for Microsoft Exchange (Schreiber 2000) in October 1999,1 was honestly convinced for some time that I would never write a book again. Well, this phase didn't last long, as the pages you...
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Setting Up and Running a Therapy BusinessRoutledge, 2020

	
		Setting Up and Running a Therapy Business provides a succinct, practical, and accessible guide for counsellors starting out in private practice as well as for more experienced practitioners who would like advice on how to continue to attract a larger clientele.

	
		This second edition has been...
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Liars and Outliers: Enabling the Trust that Society Needs to ThriveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Just today, a stranger came to my door claiming he was here to unclog a bathroom drain. I let him into my house without verifying his identity, and not only did he repair the drain, he also took off his shoes so he wouldn’t track mud on my floors. When he was done, I gave him a piece of paper that asked my bank to give him some money....
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Head and Neck Cancer (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2003

	Exciting advances are occurring in the understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of squamous head and neck cancers. Epidemiology, staging and screening, as well as premalignancy, chemoprevention and the molecular biology of head and neck cancer, lay the groundwork for the understanding of the clinical chapters that follow. Controversial...
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Raspberry Pi Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Computer expert or enthusiast, this cookbook will help you use your Raspberry Pi to enhance your existing network. From sharing media across devices to deploying your own web portal, you'll be amazed at what can be achieved.

	
		Overview

		
			Learn how to install, administer, and maintain your...
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